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Some ideas for pledges you can make to be a better ally...
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Follow Black professionals in your field of interest on social media, i.e. Twitter
Follow Black Equality advocates on Social Media  
Read more novels by black authors - why not try our book club?
Research the life of a famous black person
Learn about the slave trade, or another aspect of Black History
Make an effort to read more about the issues surrounding racism, cultural and
social-economic inequalities relating to race.
"White privilege", "micro-aggressions", "internalised racism", "I don't see
colour", "#AllLivesMatter" - What do these expressions mean, and why can
they be problematic?  Educate yourself on the issues.
Read one of the recommended books from our Black History Month booklist.
Be mindful of your own internal bias and prejudice - we will almost certainly
have been influenced by some racist ideas from our parents, teachers, peers or
the society we grew up in.  
 Check-in on your black colleagues, particularly after a incident
Discuss training and career progression opportunities with your black colleagues  
- They may need extra encouragement.
If you are invited to speak at a conference or sit on an expert panel, check if
minority groups are represented.  If it's an all-white panel, refuse to take part
unless black experts are invited.
 Exercise zero-tolerance to casual racism in your social, family or work groups. 
 Call it out, every single time. Stamping out racism starts at home.



Get involved in campaigning for racial equality - but be prepared to be in the
background and above all respect black voices - we are there to listen and support.

And remember, if a black friend or colleague says that something you said or did was
racist, believe them.  Apologise and correct your behaviour.  Learn why it was wrong.  

**Remember that it isn't up to you to decide if something is racist or not.**


